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1 Introduction 

Lattices of low emittanre storage rings for synchrotron radiation 

are usually very compact with a relatively low phase advance 

per superperiod. Therefore it is difficult to adapt the usual 

bechniqurs of introducing additional sext upoles and oct.upoles 

or phase matching used iu other machines, to compensate the 

nou-linear effects caused by the strong c1lroniaticit.y compels- 

sating sext upoles. Ilsing an analytic approach, we analyse the 

linear lattice in order to choose linear parameters that create 

as little as possiblr non-linearities instead of compensating for 

them afterwards. The analysis was performed for the Triple 

Bend Achromat (TBA) lattice, but can easily be adapted to 

other lattice types. WP introdu ce this way of lattice design 

using the parameters of the 1.5 to 2.0 Gel’ synrhrotron light 

source BESSY II planned in Berlin as listed in [I]. 

2 The Method 

A summerized description of t.he analytic approach that, wc have 

dweloped can be found in 121. 11 CTC we shall only give a short 

review of the central ideas and present our res.rdt,s. For t hr anal- 

ysis t,he lattice has been sllhdividrd. Only two sirnpl? structures, 

t hr arhromat and the triplet, arc left t.o br analysrad, optimierd 

and inatched in order to constrlirt 111~ compl~tr latlice. 1Ve 

use the beta flmctioris at certain points of the lattice as input 

parameters and calru1at.e th? position and thr strengt.21 of thr- 

n1agnet.s in the kick approximation. S011ie of tliohc~ input pa- 

ralilet,ers are set to yield cert.ain properties of the lattice, e.g. 

the low emit tailor or thr achromatic charact.erist.ic. Thr otli.7 

input parameters are varied to scan the field of all possible so- 

lulions. These solutions, that already ensure that some of thr 
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Figure 1: Sketch of halfof the symmetric unit cell showing the &vision 
of the lattice and the important parameters as used in the analytic 
approach. 

lattice requirements are fullfilled, can be reduced further by 

adding new criteria, e.g. to provide enough space in a cert.ain 

drift. region or to yield low chromaticities. After a promising 

achromat and triplet have heen found, the resulting working 

point,, the chromaticity, the sextupole strengt.hs necessary for 

chromaticity compensation and the amplit.ude dependent t unr 

shift. of t,he whole lattice are calculated in order to get a first 

insight in the noII-linear properties of the lattice, all still in the 

kick approximation. The thin lensr data are then adjusted to 

thick lenses using fitting procedures. 

3 The Acl~mo~ 

‘To ralculat,e the strengt,hs and positions of t,he quadrnpoles in 

th? achromat it is sufficirnt, due to tile symmetry of the unit 

cell, to confine oneself to half the achromat, defined front thv 

center of the outer dipole (superscript 1) to the center of the 

inner dipok (suprscript 2) as s11ow11 ill Figure [I], 

The achromatic proprrty of this structure is achieved by 

fulfilling a certain relation between the horizont.al beta function 

at the center of the dipoles, iI:, /?i, and tile horizontal phase 

advance, 4,“) brl.ww*l t hpm j21. In our programs /li and ~5,” 

are input. paralnrters, while lif is calculated to guarant.ee the 

suppressed dispersion function in (,he strai&t sections. 

‘I’hc= nat,ural emittancr rrrated by t,hr achronlat can be CX- 

pressed in t,ernis of /?J, a:, and 4,” [3] and is basically fixed by 

t 11~ size of the minimum of p, in thp outer dipole, while the vari- 

at.iou of Q: and 4,“. within certain bounds, have less influence. 

To reach thr desired natural pmittancr of =r 4.5.10-‘~7r.m ,r&, 

we ol,t,ain: 

13; --. 0.21~1 

-0.1 ‘; 0; 1 0.4 

140” 2. 4,” -1; 180”. 

TWO further input parameters for the &chromat program are 
(.he overall length of the structure, LA = 3.8 m, and the vert.ical 

beta function in t.he inner dipole, 172 = 10.0 m (insertion device 

requirement). 

The low emit.tance and the achromatic condition leave prac- 

tically no choice for the shaping of the horizontal beta function. 
7 7 he vertical bet a function however is almost free of restrictions. 

Thv vertical phase advance, 4; , * is varied from 0” to 200” and 

Ihe 11;’ and 0: arr output parameters of the program, together 

with the length of the drifts, I, :, C;4, r”;, the strength of the 

quadrupoIes, Iit, lit, and thr two figures chrof,: which arc 

l)roporliunal to the chromat.icily contribution of this section: 
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Another requirement for the achromat is that the chromaticity 

compensating sextupoles must be inserted here. AS expected 

from the strong restrictions on the horizontal beta funrtion the 

distance between the outer dipole and the first horizontally fo- 

cussing quadrupole is almost constant, Lf = 1.65 m. The po- 

sition of the second quadrupole can range from being close to 

the inner dipole to sitting next to the first quadrupole, which 

causes different developments of the vertical beta function. Un- 

der the assumptions made above, the two beta functions will 

always intersect between the two quadrupoles. No solution ex- 

ists that allows one to place a sextupole there. Kor can both 

sextupoles be placed in the comparably long section, Lf. Thus, 

there exists only one possible sextupole configuration for our 

low emittance TBA lattice. Due to the necessarily large verti- 

cal and small horizontal beta function in the inner dipole, the 

defocussing sextupole has to be placed in Li, the focussing one 

in Lf. Consequently, additional restrictions for the achromat 

are Lt > 1.25 m and beta, > beta, in Lf. 

Plotting chro;’ versus chro: we again find the difference in 

flexibility between the two dimensions: 

-17 < chroi < -13 

-11 < chro; < +l. 

The extreme values of chro, correlate with extreme values of 

the vertical phase advance, &‘, which then implies large values 
of /3f and ai, which are forbidden by the demand 0.: > /3, in 

Lt. For relaxed values, 60” < 0: < 140” we get chrof r= 

-6, 0: < 4. m and 0: < 2.5. The amount of chromaticity 

created in the achromat section of the lattice thus is almost 

the same for all solutions of interest. As there are no other 

favourable characterictics of a certain type of achromat, the 

remaining freedom of solutions can be used to meet possible 

constraints imposed by the triplet and to adjust the working 

point, of the lattice. 

4 The Triplet 

The triplet is defined from the center of the outer dipole to the 

center of the straight section, Fig.[l]. The length of the triplet 

must be z 5.3 m to reach the fixed circumference of 182.4 m. 

We must provide 2.8 m to the center of the first quadrupole for 

(half) the insertion devices, and the Ma functions at the middle 

of the straight section are set to p: = 10.0 m and ,@ = 2.5 m. 

In the case of the triplet the input parameters for the ana- 

lyt,ic pragrRm are &, ai, p,‘, ai in the center of the outer dipole, 

p.“,pp>(a: = 0; = O.), in the middle of the straight section, 

and the length of the drift for the insertion devices, LT. The 

horizontal phase advance, .$f, and the vertical phase advance, 

4:, are varied. The output parameters are again the strength of 

the kicks, KT, KT, KT, and the length of the drifts, Ly, LT, LT, 

the total length of the triplet, LT, and cl~ro~,,. All parameters 

are shown in Figure [I]. 
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Fig:lre 2: The two possible types of triplets: the D-F-D triplet (left) 
and the F-D-F triplet (right). 

In general two distinct types of triplets exsist (Fig. 121). 

In the D-F-D triplet the horizontal beta function is defocussed 

in the first quadrupote. The resulting large b, values have to 

be focussed back to 0.2 m in the dipole in order to mat,ch the 

achromat. The chromaticity created by t,his type of triplet is al- 

ways almost twice as large as in the F-D-F triplets. In the F-D-F 

triplets, where the outer quadrupotes are horizontally focussing, 

the maximum values of both beta functions are small, and the 

chromaticities are moderate. Figure (81 shows the chromaticities 

of all the triplets that where calculated under the restrictions 

made above. The low horizontal chromaticity achieved by the 
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Figure 3: The contributions to the chromaticity of the two types of 
triplets are clearly different when plotted agaist each other. 

F-D-F triplets is very pronounced and the vertical chromat.icity 

is only slightly larger than in the D-F-D triplets. In both cases 

the contributions t,o the chromaticity, chro,,,, depend strongly 

on the settings of the vertical beta function and is independent 

of the overall length of the triplet. The st.ronger vertical fo- 

cussing in the D-F-D triplet leads t,o vertical phase advances up 

to 200”, compared to 4: 5 11Fi” for F-D-F triplets. The horizon- 

tal phase advance is 80” 5 dz 5 llS”(R5” 130” for F-D-F). An 

additional difference between the F-D-F and the D-F-D triplris 

concerns the values of ,!?,’ and 0:. No F-D-F triplets exist fol 

,f?j 2 5 m and a’, 2 1. 

The only critical parameter of the triplet is the overall length. 

Only few solutions (F-D-F and D-F-D) are as short as needed. 



In Figure[4] we show one of the possible latt.ices that have 

bpen constructed according to the above analysis. We chose a 

F-D-F triplet, with chromaticities close to the achievable min- 

i111u111, clrro, = 5.4 and chro, = --10.4. The achronmt was 

chosen to suit the boundary conditions of the triplet, and to 

provide rnongh phase ntlvanc~ to rpach Qz ‘.% 8.5. Table [I] 

shows t,he important lattice parameters that were calculated in 

the kick approxinlation, after fitting the transfer matrices, and 

for two different results of the MAD fitting procedure. 

5 The Working Point 

The TRA lat tire permits a wide range of pospibl~ working points, 

while providing a small r.=mittancr, no dispersion in the straight 

srrtl~lns, sufficient 513acc‘ for they ~~xtupoles, alld f-he desired 

ovrrall length of tlir lattice. Adding up the phase advances 

in thr arhrtnnnt and tllc* friplrt ( wrr can cstin1at.e that the hor- 

izontal t.une of the lattice will lie Iwtwer~I 13.7 and 15.4 The 

weak horizontal focussing of 1)-F-l> triplets rrst rict.s the hori- 

zontal t.rlnp of the whole lattice to 13.7 14.2, unconvenirntly 

centered arouncl the inleger resonance. The range of horizontal 

tunes of lattices using a F-D-F t,riplet is wider md lies slightly 

higher with 14.1 Qr ‘. 15.4. 

For both t.ypes of triplets the vertical working point is ex- 

trrmely flexible. It can be varied between z 5 and z 12 while 

maintaining all the features mentioned above. Looking at. the 

strurturr resonance diagram. vertical tunes larger than 8.5 seem 

favourable in order to avoid t,hP resonances Qc rt ZQ, and 3Q, 

which would drivt, the tune dcp~ndrnrr on large amplitudes, 

one of thp nlajor probla~~s in seeking a good dynamic aperture. 

6 The Lattice ____.. 

A critical question of this analysis 1. ‘c how 111uc11 of the resu1t.s 

and insights ol~tainrtl in thp kick approximation is left when we 

transfer them t(l tl~r final thick lmsrs. The tra~~slation t.o thick 

lenses is donr in two steps. III t!Ie first step the rrsulting kick 

paramrters aw vaiird srparatelg to adjriPt each elrment of thP 
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Figurr 4: A po~sil~k lattice reflecting the ahove analysis. 

tllitl lensf~ transfer matrix of thp achromat and the triplet to thp 

rorrrsl)olhding t Ilick lrnsr trnnsfcr matrix. The solut,ion of this 

fit is by no II~CHI)S r~nicj~tfa, ancl it lllight taltr several trips rlni.il a 

p;ood approxiulation is rrachrd. ‘I’ltc resulting thick Irnsr data 

arp usrti as tltr input for the fittine, procdur~ implemented 

iti t11e MAD I,rograII1 [[4]]. IIprr 11 1~’ total length, and other 

h)llndary conditions cali Iw rcstaff~tl if thry were lost, during 

tllr first fit. Again thrrr* ar? many sollltions and lhr constraints 

IIillS1 IIC CRI~PfUlIy chosrn 

parameter kick- t,ransfer MAD-fit MAD-fit 

approxi- matrices I II 

mation fir 011ly 

62, -- 14.71 14.41 14.18 14.64 

QZ 8.83 9.01 8.69 9.16 

to % 4.5 6.60 4.73 3.6F 

[ lo-@mrad] 

Ex -37.69 -25.86 -30.53 -36.26 

tz -23.95 -27.46 -25.93 -28.84 

SF 1n-‘] 7.76 F.fl5 7.54 F. 

SD [nl-‘] -8.043 -5.89 -9.12 -10. 

77O [Id 0.00 -0.018 0.006 0.019 

a: I4 10.00 (3.06 10.13 10.02 

PP I4 2.50 2.50 1.82 1.6G 

7 Conclusion 

The analysis of the TBA lattice under the boundary conditions 

nf the BESSY II storage ring showed that all requirements can 

be met with a variet.y of solutions. The F-D-F triplet has clear 

advantages over the D-F-D type due to the lower chromatic- 

it,y and the better working points. Only one type of sextupole 

configuration exists and the resulting strength of the sextupoles 

is moderate using an F-D-F triplet. For this lattice type the 

dynamic apertur seems satisfactory but has not yet been fully 

investigat.ed. The analytic approach should be extended to in- 

clude t,he influence of gradients in the dipoles and of using dif- 

ferent dipole lengths. 
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